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Setting yourself up for 
success





Topics

• Reproducible research
• Documentation
• Version control
• Technology

• Peer review



Reproducible Research

The term reproducible research refers to the idea that 
the ultimate product of academic research is the 
paper along with the laboratory notebooks and full 
computational environment used to produce the 
results in the paper such as the code, data, etc. that 
can be used to reproduce the results and create new 
work based on the research

- wikipedia



Documentation

• Project Plan and Quality Control for Predictive 
Analytics Projects.docx

• PM_Review_Checklist.xlsx



Documentation – Project plan
• At inception of project
• After receiving data
• Business problem definition (Scope of the analysis)
• Document data preparation
• Document quality control
• Model form identification
• Establish modeling plan
• Modeling plan execution*
• Quality control
• Deliverables
• Project wrap up



*Modeling plan execution*

• Create modeling dataset
• Perform variable preselection
• Variable selection
• Variable fit
• Finalize model
• Validate model
• Document final model(s) and datasets

• Add location and name of script(s), datasets, and 
models(s) to PMReviewChecklist.xlsx



Version control

• Category of software tools that help a software 
team manage changes to source code over time

• Keeps track of every modification to the code in a 
special kind of database

• If a mistake is made, developers can turn back the 
clock and compare earlier versions of the code



Version control



Version control_v2

• Utilize a version control system
• Don’t reinvent the wheel
• Make your job easier
• Don’t lose code
• Make it easy to find specific versions
• Be able to roll back to stable state



Technology that can help

• Rmarkdown
• Jupyter notebook
• Git

• GitHub
• Bitbucket

• Project management
• Jira
• Trello
• Azure Boards



Peer review

• Data
• Model form
• Model build
• Validation
• Reasonability of results





Questions about other things 
I’ve learned from my 
mistakes?

talex.diede@milliman.com
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The information provided in this presentation does in no way whatsoever constitute legal, accounting, tax or other professional 
advice.

While Hannover Rück SE has endeavoured to include in this presentation information it believes to be reliable, complete and 
up-to-date, the company does not make any representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy, completeness 
or updated status of such information.

Therefore, in no case whatsoever will Hannover Rück SE and its affiliated companies or directors, officers or employees be 
liable to anyone for any decision made or action taken in conjunction with the information in this presentation or for any related 
damages.

© Hannover Rück SE. All rights reserved. 
Hannover Re is the registered service mark of Hannover Rück SE

Disclaimer



Bringing Along Non-Technical Stakeholders
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– Statistical tests, aside, stakeholders need to:
• Understand where the model fits (Modelling Space)
• Understand the data underlying the model
• Become comfortable with variable impacts

– We will NOT cover technical model fit decisions

A perfect Model?
Modellers may Accept a Model Using Several Statistical Tests

Source or Footnote
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• As we go, I will point out other practical considerations as they 
come up

• Actuaries working in Predictive Modelling must be vigilant as 
new issues may arise

So Many Practical Considerations!
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• We can also consider practical applications of predictive 
models!

Finally



Fit
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• The RMSE is…
• The AUC is…
• The A/E is…
• R² is…

Technical Expressions of Fit
What technical things get said?
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•We can define A/E (et al) by:
– Subpopulations
– Financial Measurements
– Confidence Intervals

• Uh oh…what do we mean exactly?

What Could We Say Instead?
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• Example: many actuaries are familiar with Tabular Rates
– We can express model predictions as such

• Actual-to-Expected ratios are also familiar
– But…how to tell when deviations are just “noise?”

Give People What They Are Used To Seeing
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• Statisticians often mean X% confidence that a prediction lies 
within the interval
– “Parameter Error” or “Model Error”

• Actuaries often mean X% confidence that the result lies within 
the interval
– “Process Error”

Confidence Intervals
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• Process Error – A “perfect” model still has residuals from the “natural process”
–Example: A Poisson model expects 3.27 deaths (impossible).

• Parameter error – Errors in the model’s coefficients* or parameters
–Example: A Linear Regression finds that β = 3, but expresses a 95% 

CI of [2,4]

Key Framework for Confidence Intervals
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• Express your results (e.g. A/E) with the CI for Process Variance
–Communicate what this really means
–How often are we outside this CI?

The important point: this will not tell you the range of predictions, but 
rather the range of results if the model is correct behavior

Practical Idea
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• Poisson regressions have a clearly 
defined variance: 
o𝜇𝜇 = 𝜎𝜎

• Therefore, we can generate poisson
quantiles for the desired CI levels
– in R: 
qpois(CI, lambda=ExpectedDeaths, 
lower.tail=TRUE/FALSE)

Example – Process Error
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• What range of deaths are within X probability, assuming λ (qx) is 
correct?
–More than x% out of CI → λ may be incorrect!

• It does NOT tell us the range of lambdas (qx) our model might produce
–This is parameter error

What does that tell us?



Bonus Content
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• Code and examples used in this presentation can be found here:
– https://github.com/hanewinckel/PracticalAspectsPredictiveModels

• Bonus Content – An Additional Practical Consideration: Safe Splines?
– Question: How can splines be unsafe?

Examples

https://github.com/hanewinckel/PracticalAspectsPredictiveModels


Practical Applications for Predictive Models
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• Rate Setting – qx, disability rates, utilization rates, policyholder behavior

• Rapid Underwriting – lab-free scoring, risk classification models

• Marketing – Propensity to Buy

Predictive Models Have Many Well-Known Uses
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• This idea is an example of using a Predictive Model for Descriptive Statistics
– Set up a model where existing assumption/basis is a “prior”
– Where does your model deviate from experience?
– What variables does this model find most meaningful?

• Thoughts – why might this be more meaningful than a simple A/E?

Other Practical Uses - Assumption Analysis
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Mandatory Disclaimer

• Views expressed here are mine and mine alone.  They 
should not be taken to represent those of Securian
Financial Group.
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Agenda

• A bit about Data Analytics at Securian
• Six Lessons Learned
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Data Analytics at 
Securian
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Timeline for Data Analytics at Securian

Late 2010: 
Predictive 

modeling study 
group formed

2013: 
Engaged with 
IBM for small 

scale pilot

2014: Engaged with 
KPMG to leverage 
Salesforce data; 
created “Annuity 

First Ticket” model

2014: Made first 
proposal to create 

a predictive 
modeling center

2015: Hired first 
Data Scientist to 
lead what is now 

Customer & 
Channel Partner 
Analytics (CCPA)

2016: Hired first 
Data Scientist 

supporting 
actuaries

2017: Enterprise 
Actuarial Analytics 

(EAA) program 
launched

2018: Research and 
Analytics COE 

formed

2019: 8 data 
scientists employed 

full time between 
CCPA and ARCOE

2019: First ever 
Data Analytics 

Summit
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What is EAA about?

Demonstrably enhance the capabilities of our actuarial functions to 
perform analytics

Grow analytical 
expertise 

Improve the quality, 
completeness, 

accessibility, and 
understanding of data

Provide tools and 
processes to effectively 

conduct actuarial 
analysis

Use Case Work Stream Foundation Capability 
Work Stream

Purpose

Objectives

Structure
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EAA Project Topics

• Accelerated Underwriting
• PRT mortality
• Group pricing loads
• Annuity lapse model
• Advisor behavior 
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Six Lessons Learned
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Lessons

1. Prioritize projects that business leaders are fired up 
about

2. Hire mix of actuaries and data scientists
3. Often, the low hanging fruit is just gathering data and 

doing EDA
4. Engage with data engineers
5. Partner with law, privacy, and compliance
6. As much as possible, shepherd to production  
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Thank You!
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